MIRCE Akademy Public Lectures
Aviation Legends
The Boeing 747 Story
The jetliner which revolutionized the global air travels in
the last four decades. The technology needed to build this
amazing aircraft was developed over a very short period
by engineers who didn't know it couldn't be done. This
airplane was supposed to be a stop-gap between the
Boeing jet aircraft like the 737 and the Supersonic jets,
but it has grown into one of the most used and most loved
airframes of all time. The Lecture covers the exciting
story of the life of this remarkable aircraft from 1965 till
today starting with its design followed by production,
operation, maintenance, crashes and last modifications.
The Concord Story
The contemporary of the Boeing 747, this Franco-British
aircraft is still the only passenger jet which was able to
cruise at a speed twice the speed of sound, in great
comfort. Arguably the most beautiful flying machine ever
made, started its life in 1957 with early theoretical studies.
Fifteen years later and with a 10 fold budget over run it
entered into scheduled service with British Airways and
Air France. The Lecture covers the unique life of this one
off aircraft through all its stages, including the Paris crash,
until the very last touch down at Filton airport in 2006.
Voyage To The Ice
The lecture covers the research, preparation, planning and
organisation of this great challenge followed by the events
that took place during the 358 day long journey covering
over 60,000 nautical miles in length, during 2003/ 2004.
The “final landing” was in the aviation history books as:
 The first person to fly solo around the world via all
seven continents
 The first woman to fly solo:
- In a single engine light aircraft over the North Pole
- In a single engine light aircraft over Antarctica
Individual Tickets are £10.00 per person per Lecture, which includes welcome coffee/tea and biscuits
Family Tickets are £25.00 for parents and kids per Lecture, which includes coffee/tea juice and biscuits
Discounts: £25.00 per person for all three Lectures and £60.00 per family for all three Lectures.
For group discounts please contact us on 01395 233 856 or by email: quest@mirceakademy.com
Dr Jezdimir Knezevic, the presenter is the “father” of the MIRCE Science and the Founder
and President of the MIRCE Akademy, at Woodbury Park. His multi disciplinary
theoretical knowledge, huge industrial experience and an endless passion for the subject
have attracted over 6000 engineers, managers, analysts and students to his courses and
educational programmes in over 40 countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, North and South
America and Australia, at universities, professional institutions, industry and government.

